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Poverty is a persistent issue for  
residents of the Capital Region, and  
impacts quality of life for all residents 
and communities. But, there are solutions, 
and we can help create them.

The Community Action Plan on Poverty 
(CAPP) was created by organizations in 
B.C.’s Capital Region convened by the  
Community Social Planning Coun-
cil.  This multi-sector coalition has 
developed an action plan that guides 
commitments with a concrete annual 
program of activities that address issues 
related to poverty in the region. 

Implicit in the CAPP is a commitment to 
public education through peer learning  
and creating innovative solutions to 

address issues related to poverty in our 
region.

One of the ways the CAPP brings these 
two elements together is through 
convening Action Forums. Action 
Forums are places to discuss emerging 
trends, collectively analyze community 
strengths and gaps, and collaboratively 
prioritize actions and begin to co-con-
struct responses. 

We see the Action Forums as sites of 
community learning and an opportunity 
to turn that learning into creative  
responses  In essence, the Action  
Forums are a way of practicing, or  
applying, the principles of social  
innovation.

Introduction
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We see this report as having a few  
different purposes:

 1. To share what we’ve learned from other communities

 2. To share what we’ve learned from, and about, our community –  
  where are the gaps and what are our strengths

 3. To share our forum activities so others can replicate them in  
  their communities 

 4. To highlight the outcomes and actions of the forum to remind us of   
  where we have been and where we want to go

Why a report?

“A social  
innovation is a 

novel solution to 
a social problem 

that is more  
effective, efficient, 

sustainable, or 
just than present 
solutions and for 
which the value 
created accrues 

primarily to  
society as a whole 

rather than  
private  

individuals.” 

Stanford  
University

Learning is an important part of the Community Action Plan on Poverty. We hope 
this short report will help share our activities and inspire similar events and activity in 
other communities. 



“Social innovation 
is an initiative,  

product,  
process, or  

program that  
profoundly 

changes the basic 
routines, resource 

and authority 
flows or beliefs of 
any social system 
(e.g. individuals, 
organizations, 

neighbourhoods, 
communities, 

whole societies).”    

University of  
Waterloo

What is Social Innovation?
Social innovation is really about  
unsettling business as usual. What 
we’ve seen is that throughout the 
world, we are experiencing profound 
change and uncertainty. Some of the 
most exciting advances in history have 
come from times like these – often 
change is born of necessity. 

Social innovation is about taking stock 
of what we know, re–assembling the 
pieces and putting them back together 
in ways that result in new ways of 
thinking or acting … that “profoundly 
changes the basic routines, resource 
and authority flows or beliefs of any 
social system”.

Across the growing body of research and practice, we also know that really  
profound, sustainable innovations are driven by some common elements: 

• 
They do not happen in isolation –  

 they require the exchange of   
 ideas and values

• 
They are unsettling – they require 

  the ability to work in partnership  
 and often form new types of  
 partnerships across sectors and  
 often between unlikely actors. 
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• 
They require us to let go of   

 things that are not working   
 anymore – this can be the most  
 difficult part – letting go of old   
 ways of doing things, programs  
 and even sources of funding   
 that are no longer working. 

• 
They are born of testing and   

 experimentation – often called   
 rapid prototyping.

Drivers of Innovation
• 

Exchange of ideas and values 

• 
Shifting (and new) roles and relationships

• 
Work across sectors and silos – including  

 new forms of funding

• 
Being open to letting go of what’s not working

• 
Ongoing testing, experimentation and refinement

Starting in June 2013 and over the next 
year, the CSPC will convene four Action 
Forums. The issues discussed at the  
forums were identified through the 
CAPP steering committee and  
community engagement events.  

This report is the result of the first Ac-
tion Forum: Innovative Programs Sup-
porting Youth with Barriers to Employ-
ment which took place on June 27th, 
2013 at Burnside Community Centre in 
Victoria, BC. 



Innovative Programs  
Supporting Youth with  
Barriers to Employment
Why a Focus on  
Youth Unemployment?  
Youth unemployment and underem-
ployment is a global issue – recently 
we’ve seen the effects of skyrocketing 
youth unemployment rates throughout 
Europe and the Middle East. In com-
parison, the state of youth unemploy-
ment in Canada is not yet at a crisis lev-
el however the youth unemployment 
rate is still more than double that of 
workers ages 25 to 34 (Bernard, 2013).  

In the Capital Region, youth face a 
persistently high unemployment rate 
of ~20% (according to 1996 and 2006 
Census data). We also know that during 
times of economic downturn, youth are 
particularly disadvantaged as employ-
ers look for staff with more skills. Youth 
are also twice more likely to lose their 
employment during times of economic 
downturn and instability than their older 
counterparts – as they are easier and 
cheaper to terminate (Bernard, 2013).

We are concerned with three trends:  • 
The persistent link between poverty and youth unemployment. Youth who  

  experience poverty also often face more barriers to employment and are  
  more likely to become the permanent working poor (Coenjaerts et al, 2009)

• 
Related to this is that we see a growing trend of employment precarity for  

  youth. According to the OECD and Statistics Canada more and more youth  
  are getting stuck in low wage, contract and unstable employment and are  
  finding it difficult to grow or ladder into new opportunities.

• 
Lastly, we are also seeing a growing trend around youth underemployment as  

  youth are increasingly graduating post- secondary or other training and are  
  unable to access jobs that utilized their skills (Bernard, 2013). 

We recognize that many youth have 
a fluid relationship with the labour 
market, entering and existing based on 
life circumstances like attending school 
or travelling. But what we heard from 
our community stakeholders is that we 
need to focus our conversations on 
innovative programs that can support 

youth who, for a number of reasons, 
do not have the same kind of fluid 
relationship with the labour market as 
some of their peers do. These youth in 
fact face actual barriers to employment 
which continue to entrench them in 
poverty, or put them at risk of poverty. 
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So what does the research tell us about creating effective responses to 
these issues of unemployment and under- employment?

Current approaches to supporting 
young people who experience barriers 
to employment are often fragmented 
and lack the coordination needed to 
address the broader systemic  issues 
related to barriers to employment.  
Research into promising practices that 
work to support low-income people 
successfully engaging with the labour 

market suggests that we need to start 
moving from a fragmented approach to 
an employment development system.

Loewen et al. (2005) identify several key 
common factors across successful and 
effective employment development 
systems. 

These include: 

 • 
Focus on high-quality jobs

 • 
Engage employers at every stage of a program

 • 
Build formalized networks and create partnerships

 • 
Enlist stakeholders with clout

 • 
Offer comprehensive training with supports

 • 
Create training environments that simulate the workplace

 • 
Promote ‘cultural competence’ for both employers and employees

 • 
Provide ‘post-employment’ or ‘follow-up’ supports

 • 
Alter the structure of the labour market to benefit disadvantaged job-seekers

Comments from  
forum participants on  

additional employment 
development system 
components for our 

region:

 

 • 
Learning opportunities for  

  entrepreneurial activities –  
  raising money … provides  
  access to experiences in the  
  workplace • 

Mentorship- youth are invited to  
  come back to the programs to  
  contribute. Youth refer. • 

System needs to be able to  
  accommodate youth with deficits-  
  don’t give up on them early.  • Opportunity to build community  
  in a less formal setting. This helps  
  when youth stumble.  • Presenting employment realisti 
  cally and holistically – engaging all  
  types from the community – 
  employers, politicians, community  
  members and holistic in terms of  
  the supports that are being  
  provided to youth (food, shelter,  
  counseling, etc.). • Engaging people in the concept of  
  working outside the system – small  
  business. E.g. Haliburton Farms.  • Promoting security in the work 
  placem – by giving disadvantaged  
  workers knowledge of the their  
  rights in the workplace and how to  
  negotiate their rights in the work  
  place (TAPS program) 
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Learning from our  
Local Community

This is what we heard from the community about …. 

Before the action forum event, we 
interviewed 8 community stakehold-
ers involved in employment training 
and education provision in the region. 
The purpose of these interviews was to 
tap local knowledge about the assets 
and gaps related to providing employ-

ment training for youth who experience 
barriers to employment, and to explore 
what stakeholders thought are impor-
tant promising principles for successful 
program delivery. The outcomes of 
these interviews formed the foundation 
for discussions at the forum. 

Assets in Our Community 

 • Strong community-based service  
  delivery organizations

 • Strong informal collaboration and  
  relationships

 • There are some exemplary programs  
  and examples of best practice

Gaps in Our Community 

 • There are not enough programs for  
  skilling up/skills development/ 
  transition planning 

 • Little to no funding for youth led  
  initiatives

 • Lack of youth engagement in  
  program development

 • Experiential Learning Opportunities 
  /Discovery Programs 

 • Missing programming to meet  
  needs of specific populations e.g.  
  Aboriginal youth – transitioning off  
  reserve, youth with developmental  
  disabilities, out of care
 • Excellent programs are not receiving  
  enough resources to sustain their  
  programs or to scale-up

 • Only for pilots: need for CORE,  
  sustainable funding, unrealistic  
  timelines for programs

 • Competition between non-profits

 • Wage subsidies for employers

 • Minimum wage not sustainable

• Cultural competency in program  
  delivery

• Overemphasis on restrictive program  
  parameters, limits participation

• Cultural representation, cultural know- 
  ledge to inform funding decisions

Promising Principles for Success

• Holistic, integrated and long-term  
  skills development

• Strengths based and asset driven

• Youth inclusive

• Flexible, low barrier and accessible

• Focus on “in-demand” skills

• Self-empowering: gaining soft skills  
  and hard skills

• Self-advocacy

• Culturally sensitive and appropriate  
  environments

• After care and follow up supports

• Supportive Partnerships and  
  Networks

Identifying our community’s strengths 
and where gaps lie in terms of effective 
program delivery and support service 
of youth who experience barriers to 
employment, provided us with some 
guidelines in what we wanted to learn 
from other communities.
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Learning from Other  
Communities: 
When we were researching what other communities in Canada are doing in terms 
of supporting youth who face barriers to employment, these two examples  
really caught our attention. What we liked about their approach was that both  
programs, Eva’s Phoenix and LOFT, incorporate holistic, innovative and  
pragmatic approaches to supporting youth. 

Overview: Eva’s Phoenix, 
opened in 2000, is a Toronto-based 
transitional housing and employment 
facility that uses an innovative and  
collaborative approach to work with 
un-housed and at-risk youth. Eva’s 
Phoenix provides housing for 50 youth, 
ages 16 to 24 for up to a year. The em-
ployment and apprenticeship programs 
are open to resident and non-resident 
youth who are un-housed or at-risk of 
homelessness. Youth residents at Eva’s 
Phoenix live in shared townhouse-style 
units with access to common areas 
(Evenson & Barr 2009).

“Eva’s Phoenix provides homeless and at-risk 
youth with the opportunities needed to 
develop life skills, build careers and live  
independently” (Brodhead & Hood 2006, p.3).

While living at Eva’s Phoenix, youth 
receive supports in the following  
program areas: Housing Program, 
Mentorship Program, Training and  
Employment Program and Youth  
Succeeding in Employment Program (YSEP).

Resident youth at Eva’s Phoenix are 
required to participate in either a train-
ing, employment or education program 
that are considered one aspect of a 
comprehensive model of care. As youth 
engage in employment programs, staff 
simultaneously provide “counseling, job 
placement assistance, housing search 
support, mentorship opportunities, 
follow-up support and a range of other 
services to help youth achieve and 
maintain self-sufficiency” (Eva’s Initiative 
Website). 

Holistic, integrated response:  
A key feature of Eva’s Phoenix is its 
commitment to use an integrative and 
holistic model of program delivery to 
ensure youth are receiving services in 
a “seamless” way instead of as separate 
entities (Eva’s Initiative Website). This 
wrap around model of care acknowl-
edges that barriers to housing and  
employment are most often interrelated. 

“Eva’s Phoenix 
provides  

homeless and 
at-risk youth with 
the opportunities 

needed to  
develop life skills, 

build careers  
and live  

independently” 

(Brodhead & 
Hood 2006, p.3).    
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The findings from Eva’s Initiatives An-
nual Report (2011) indicate the Phoe-
nix Print Shop program had an 86% 
success rate, with 19 out of 22 youth 
completing the program.  Eleven past  
graduates found employment  
(8 fulltime and 3 part-time) and seven 
youth improved their housing situation. 

Partnerships and Collaboration: 
Eva’s Phoenix is committed to working 
with partners from the public, private, 
labour and not-for-profit sectors. Part-
ners and supporters play a vital role in 
the programs and services offered to 
youth in the programs at Eva’s Phoenix. 
Their generosity provides opportunities 
for youth to gain the skills to manage 
their personal lives and to embark on 
a career, not just a dead-end job. It is 
a comprehensive package of support 
that allows the youth to become self-
sufficient and financially independent 
(Eva’s Initiative Website). 

Examples of Eva’s Phoenix partners 
include, but are not limited to:  
Carpenters Local 27, Interior Systems 
Contractors Association Local 675,  
City of Toronto, Painters Union and  
Human Resources and Skills Develop-
ment Canada (HRSDC).

Learning from Other Communities:    
Overview Cont’d - Eva’s Initiative

The findings  
from the 2011 
Eva’s Initiatives  
Annual Report 

indicate the  
Youth Succeeding 

in Employment  
program had an 
83% success rate 

which is  
outstanding  

given  
72% did not have 

a high school  
diploma,  

68 % had less 
than one year of 
work experience,  
63% had housing  

barriers,  
55% had mental 

health issues, and 
40% had criminal  

records.

Youth Succeeding in Employment 
 program: With the support of “part-
ner employers, Service Canada and 
private funders, the Youth Succeeding in 
Employment program at Eva’s Phoenix 
provides pre-employment support and 
work experience placements in various 
industries based on the career interests 
of the youth [as well as follow-up sup-
ports for a year]” (Evenson & Barr 2009). 

The findings from the Eva’s Initiatives 
Annual Report (2011) indicate the 
Youth Succeeding in Employment pro-
gram had an 83% success rate which is 
outstanding given 72% did not have a 
high school diploma and 68% had less 
than one year of work experience. They 
also faced significant employment  
barriers: housing (63%), mental health  
issues (55%) and criminal records (40%).  

Social Enterprise - Phoenix Print 
Shop: “Eva’s Phoenix is also home to 
the Phoenix Print Shop, a socially and 
environmentally responsible printer 
that supports Foundations of Print, an 
award-winning training program for 
homeless youth. It provides homeless 
and at-risk youth the opportunity to 
learn the basic skills needed for  
long-term self-sufficiency in today’s 
graphic communications industry. 
Over 80% of youth who complete the 
Foundations of Print program connect 
with full-time work and many return to 
school via our Scholarship Fund”  
(Eva’s Initiatives Website). 8



 
Overview: LOFT Youth Centre 
for Social Enterprise and Innovation 
(LOFT CSEI) is an initiative of the Christie 
Ossington Neighbourhood Centre in 
Toronto, Ontario. LOFT (an acronym for 
Life Opportunities Food & Technology) 
has grown out of its roots in the youth en-
gagement activities of the Neighbourhood 
Centre into a new multi-use space that 
nurtures creativity, community engage-
ment, social enterprise and entrepreneur-
ship amongst youth in Toronto through 
three in-house social enterprises based 
in art, music, food and innovation. This 
example was chosen because of their 
participation in the Youth Social Entrepre-
neurship Webinar Series that was held by 
the Community Council in February 2013.

LOFT Social Enterprises LOFT runs 
three social enterprises – LOFT kitchen, a 
sound recording studio and Under the  
Radar: graphic design services. The 
programs aim to assist in transitioning 
from school to work, developing tools 
to search and secure employment, to 
maintain success while experiencing  
other life challenges, and to support their 
development as community citizens.  
The program employs marginalized,  
at-risk, and out of school youth, between  
the ages of 16 and  29 with diverse 
backgrounds. 

The LOFT kitchen is as a youth-run café 
and social enterprise hub that provides  
training and employment opportunities  
for social entrepreneurs, a space for 
food preparation, customer service, 
marketing and event planning. The  
kitchen team includes a range of partners  
and supporters including specialized 
advisory teams in different aspects of 
kitchen management, marketing and  
business development experts, local  
chefs and mentors and a range of 
volunteers, students and community 
supporters. The Kitchen hosts supper 
clubs, and caters community events like 
the Bloor Street Festival to raise money 
to pay for tables and promote their  
kitchen.They also promote their business  
through social media and reach out to 
local chefs. 
 
Under the Radar is an art & design 
company that has been incubating in 
the LOFT since 2009. The program has 
evolved from LOFT’s existing Graffiti Arts 
program and now offers a wide range of  
creative services. Under the Radar supports  
youth in learning about graphic, web, 
and clothing design, and offers screen 
printing and mural services. 

The LOFT Sound Studio has been  
providing at-risk, emerging artists 
with the opportunities to hone their 
technical and musical skills for five 
years. Youth participate in 12 weekly  
sessions of free studio time and a one day  
collaborative music-making session. 

Learning from Other Communities:    
Overview cont’d - LOFT
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At the end of the program, this is com-
piled into a CD that showcases the  
writing, performing, producing, record-
ing, mixing and mastering talents of 
the youth involved. LOFT also draws 
on the volunteer efforts of local 
musicians and performers who offer 
workshops and mentorship. As LOFT 
has expanded and the program grown, 
the sound studio now operates as a 
social enterprise itself and is available 
for rent. Revenues from studio rental 
fees are returned to the programs of 
LOFT YCSEI, “allowing artists to support 
the community with their recording 
budgets”. 

LOFT has also traditionally offered 
entrepreneurship and business training 
to youth through a one-week intensive 
BizAcademy. They are now building 
from their experiences in running three 
successful social enterprises to expand 
this role and envision LOFT as the hub 
and home base for youth interested in 
social enterprise in Toronto. They have 
recently expanded their curriculum 
to include specific training developed 
through valuable partnerships with 
Enterprising Non-Profits, SiG@MaRS, 
Young Social Entrepreneurs of Canada 
and the Canadian CED Network.

Building on existing assets: LOFT 
CSEI in its current form has grown out 
of the longstanding history of youth 
engagement led by an established 
neighbourhood house in Toronto. 

In growing the organization into its 
current form, LOFT built from exist-
ing community assets and resources 
available through the neighbourhood 
house. 

Focus on experiential learning 
through social enterprise:  
Employment is seen as a key com-
ponent in LOFT’s youth engagement 
mandate. LOFT YCSEI hires youth 
facing employment barriers and places 
them in essential roles in the opera-
tion of our social enterprises and the 
delivery of social supports, and creates 
employment tailored to the needs of 
high school non-completers and post-
secondary graduates looking to jump 
start their careers through practical 
experience.

Learning from Other Communities:    
Overview cont’d - LOFT
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The primary objectives of the  
LOFT YCSEI youth employment strategy are:

	•	To	help	youth	develop	the	necessary	tools	to	find	employment	•	To	maintain	employment
 • To	develop	entrepreneurial	skills	that	enable	youth	to	create	 
	 	 self-employment	opportunities	and	other	alternative	revenue	 
	 	 generation	activities,	given	lack	of	eduction	and	employment	 
	 	 experience

 • To	make	a	successful	transition	from	school	to	work
 • To	perform	and	excel	at	these	tasks	even	while	facing	 	 	 challenging	conditions

 • To	eliminate	youth	poverty	and	homelessness

Holistic supports: In addition to the 
experiential employment opportunities 
offered through the LOFT employment 
and social enterprise programs, LOFT 
focuses on providing mentorship and 
a range of other supports designed to 
support youth in accessing leaders in 
the community and develop a broad 
set of skills.  These supports include  
access to: Counseling and referrals,  
housing support, financial literacy  
training, settlement services, education  
planning, and health and wellness 
services. 

Partnerships and Collaboration:
The building was purchased with the 
help of the Tippet Foundation and 
Tendercare Nursing Home donated the 
equipment. Programming at LOFT is 
supported through a number of philan-
thropic, private and public sources, 
including the United Way of Toronto, 
George Brown College Chef School, 
Alterna Savings, and more. 

Program Impact:
LOFT YCSEI provides services for approximately 4,500 youth in the Christie  
Ossington neighbourhood of Toronto each year. The LOFT Kitchen provides seven 
youth with full-time employment. 

LOFT YCSEI  
provides services 
for approximately 

4,500 youth  
in the Christie 

Ossington  
neighbourhood 

of Toronto  
each year.  

The LOFT Kitchen  
provides  

seven youth  
with full-time  
employment.
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 We asked forum participants what they thought about the examples we provided 
and about working towards an employment development system. The discussion 
touched on the following themes:

Comprehensiveness: An employment development system in Greater Victoria needs 
to encompass support for youth from a variety of backgrounds with a range of challenges. 

“The biggest component of all of these examples is the dual 
focus on housing as well.”  

“People with mental health issues need additional supports 
and programming in advance of apprenticeship training.”

“A lot of community members that we work with have undi-
agnosed barriers (Victoria Native Friendship Centre). Access-
ing services for these populations is difficult and get bounced 
around. Importance of diagnosing early; if undiagnosed, it 
gets more difficult as they move through life.” 

Summary &  
Recommendations from  
the Action Forum

Importance of stakeholders with clout: Forum participants found this aspect  
of employment development systems compelling and talked about how their  
organizations had participated in something like this, and how more of this type  
of activity needs to happen. 

“Put employers with clout in a room with community based 
organizations. Existing organizations recognize that this is a 
priority but don’t have the capacity to prioritize this in their 
work.”

“Create venue for youth and employers to come together to 
learn from each other about employment issues.”

“Need to engage VIHA and School Board … Currently in 
secondary [school students only] spend 35 hrs of 1400 hrs of 
education time [on] career training.”

“Unique situation and location of Victoria as a largely public 
sector town and how do we break into this.”

12



Partnership development: Participants shared examples of already existing 
partnerships in the region that could be scaled up, and identified opportunities for 
partnerships in terms of innovative projects or for funding purposes. 

“Songhees Nation working with the ship building industry 
is a good example. T’Sou-ke Nation is also a good example 
[work on solar energy].

“There are existing projects in the community where we can 
build partnerships – e.g. Fruit Tree project.”

“Funding is always going to be an issue. These are always 
costly programs – it is subject to the whims and priorities of 
government funding. Successful programs always have some 
private funding behind them to support …”

Skills development for youth and employers: Forum participants noted that 
skills training needs to happen for everyone involved including employers. 

“VNFC (Victoria Native Friendship Centre) did an employer 
focus group and an employee focus group. [These focus 
groups] supported better cross –  cultural understanding 
about needs of each group. Need to support employers in 
understanding [and building] cultural competencies.” 

“What specific training and skills to employers want to see 
from youth? Camosun College training program offers a cer-
tificate at grad from [some] of these [programs]. This is impor-
tant to participants ... the real value of these certificates is the 
value they bring to the person in terms of their own efficacy 
and presentation. That’s what employers are looking for …”

“Need for Communication skills – it’s not really about the 
hard skills like cash handling – looking for ability to com-
municate effectively, work in teams etc. apply skills across 
settings and tasks.” 13



Websites: 

Eva’s Phoenix: www.evasinitiatives.com
LOFT: www.loftycsei.org
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The following action items were identified by forum participants.  
The Community Social Planning Council and the Community Action  
Plan on Poverty (CAPP) will be following up on these action items and 
will report back to the group by the end of Fall 2013 on progress. 

 1. Collect	and	aggregate	outcome	data	that	employment	training	 	 	 organizations	have	to	collect	because	of	their	funding	requirements.		 
	 	 Practitioners	know	what	works,	but	there	is	a	need	to	quantify	what	 
	 	 works	for	advocacy	purposes.	

2. Interview	employers/survey	employers	–	to	find	out	employer	needs			 	 to	support	youth	with	barriers.	Could	engage	youth	in	leading	 
	 	 this	survey.

3. Convene	a	session	with	employers	(the	beginning	of	building	an	 	 	 employment	development	system)	to	explore	how	they	could	 
	 	 engage	in	an	employment	development	system.	

4. Community	Social	Planning	Council	is	committed	to	assist	in	 	 	 facilitating	more	community	dialogue	regarding	the	development	an	 
	 	 employment	development	system	here	in	the	Capital	Region.	

Actions!  
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$

we can do this.
AN INITIATIVE OF THE COMMUNITY SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL

COMMUNITY ACTION
PLAN ON POVERTY


